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EDITORIAL 
THE CAPITATION FEE AND MEDICAL EDUCATION 
Recently the news broke out about the crippling strike by junior doctors in 
Medical College and Hospitals of Maharashtra. The young doctors were agitating 
against decision of the Goverment to open private Medical Colleges for which seats 
will be offered on consideration of money (capitation fees). System of capitation 
fees for medical colleges has been in existence in some other states for a long time. 
When Lord Macauley and Raja Ram Mohan Roy propagated the present method of 
schooling the government of India opened a number of schools. These government 
aided schools were few in number, had financial restrains and were therefore not able 
to provide adequate facilities to the students. The affluent section of society, there-
fore, started a few schools known as public schools which charged huge fees in order to 
maintain and run these institutions. These schools did not seek aid from the govern-
ment. Because of huge fees only a small section of society could afford to send tht,ir 
children to such schools. As the education became more popular, these schools too 
started getting over crowded and attracted the attention of some tycoons. Thus a new 
trend started in which schools became the focus of earning money through charging 
capitation fees. These schools provided good facilities for day to day amenities but 
generally maintained a lower standard of education. More often than not it was 
not merit but the capacity to pay that determined the admission of a student. One 
could therefore hardly expect the standards to rise. Initially this practice was limited 
for general schools but soon enough professional education too became its target. 
Medical professionals are a group who earn name, fame, wealth and status all 
at the same time and therefore, the profession attracts larger segment of society. 
Majority of the medical schools are government aided and admissions to these are 
done purely on merit. Students with higher intelligence and calibre are able to get 
admission through entrance examinations. This is fortunate because medical profes-
sionals deal with the precious human life. Learning of medical science demands a high 
level of intelligence and hardwork and those who do not possess basic ingredients 
should not be allowed to enter this profession. Unfortunately the evil of capitation 
fees has spread widely in this field. There are a few medical schools which admit 
students on payment of large capitation fees. Obviously only the students who can 
afford to pay the money get admitted and one wonders whether those who do not 
qualify on merit for admission to recognized schools get drifted to these schools ? 
More often than not these schools do not possess adequate staff, laboratories and 
library facility. A student who initially is not of sound merit now faces a train-
ing environment which is far from satisfactory, resulting therefore in the production 
of sub-standard medicos. Such a team can hardly be expected to help in allevia-
tion of suffering. In addition having spent or borrowed a huge sum of money 
for entry into medical schools, one is now under pressure to reap a quick and hand-
some reward in terms of money. Unethical practices are a natural consequence. We 184  B. B. SETHI 
would like to raise our voice in the cause of reason and attainement of high academic 
standards and we oppose wholeheartedly the system of capitation fees. The Parlia-
ment of India as well as the Medical Council of India deserve our appreciation, praise 
and support. 
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